














ADDENDUM TO 

ANNUAL DRINKING WATER QUALITY REPORT FOR 2013 
 

 

After publishing the 2013 Annual Drinking Water Quality Report the Village became aware of an 

inaccurate representation of the results of the testing performed on your drinking water. In order to 

correctly present those results the following replaces that section found on page 4 of the report. We 

apologize for any concerns the lack of a proper explanation may have created and thank the resident who 

brought this to the Village’s attention. 

 

 

WHAT DOES THIS INFORMATION MEAN? 

 
According to the table, our system had one violation in 2013.  That violation was for Arsenic with one 

sample taken on May 22, 2013 with a result of 54 μg/l. The Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) for 

arsenic is 10 μg/l.  This is a raw water sample of the untreated groundwater from Well #2 taken at the 

Microfiltration Plant prior to treatment. The Village conducts this sampling for arsenic on a quarterly basis 

and the Village is required to show the highest result in this Annual Water Quality Report. The other three 

samples taken during 2013 reported the following results which were all well below the MCL of 10 μg/l: 

 

Sample Date Level Detected (μg/l) 

2/13/2013 <1.4 

8/14/2013 0.8 

11/13/2013 0.9 

 

Groundwater is usually very consistent in its chemical makeup and since the May 22, 2013 sample was a 

one-time occurrence that deviated significantly from previous and subsequent samples it is the Village’s 

belief that this result was due to sampling or laboratory error and there is no reason to believe that there is 

an arsenic problem with the Village’s drinking water well supply. The Village has reviewed its sampling 

procedures as conducted by the Contract Operator in an effort to ensure that sampling procedures are not 

the contributing factor to unusual results. 

  

In general the Village has learned through our testing that some contaminants have been detected; however, 

these contaminants were in all cases other than that noted above, detected below the level allowed by the 

State. 


